
BROOKFIELD

"Let us celebrate
the end of your last
academic session to

welcome the new
one… 

With a hope that
you will have new
chances to learn
new things and

grow in life…. Warm
wishes to all the

BFISians on
promoting to a new
level and wish you

all the luck to make
it a success story!"
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As we come to the end of another Academic
Session at Brookfield International
School, I would like to take this opportunity
to congratulate each and every one of you
for the hard work and dedication you have
put in over the past year. It has been a
glorious year, and you have shown great
resilience and determination throughout the
year, and I am proud of each and every one
of you. You have completed this phase of
your academic journey with flying colours,
and I have no doubt that you will continue to
achieve great things in your future
endeavours as well. Remember that your
time spent learning and developing your
skills has equipped you with the knowledge
that you need to succeed and that you can
always count on us to support you in any
way we can. Use the knowledge and
experience you have gained this year to
build a strong foundation for your future
success. Remember that you have the power
to shape your own destiny and that with
hard work and determination, anything is
possible.

MARCH 2023



"Move forward.
Good things are
up ahead."
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To the parents, I would like to express my
sincere gratitude for your unwavering
support throughout the year. Your trust and
confidence in us have been instrumental in
our success, and we will continue to work
tirelessly to ensure that we provide the best
possible education for your children.

It has been a busy year for all of us at
Brookfield International School, and we
made substantial progress in all areas. We
will continue to develop as a school
community, and we thank you for all of your
contributions along the way. As a school
community, we have grown so much, but
there are still areas of development for us to
address and work on together; more on that
in due course, as we set out our plans for
further school improvements in the new
academic session.

As BFIS looks forward to the next academic
session, I urge you all to continue working
together as a team to ensure that our school
remains a place of excellence, where every
student can thrive and achieve their full
potential. With your continued support, I am
confident that we can achieve great things.
Thank you once again for your commitment
to our school.

Last year is the story that has ended…. The
coming year is the story which needs your
time and attention… 
Promise yourself to make it an interesting
story full of amazing experiences and things
to learn… 
Best wishes to you for this new academic
session. May God bless you all!

Regards

Dr Jay Kumar Singh 
Founder Principal



PHULON WALI HOLI
 #EcofriendlyHoli

Paint me,o Sun, with your crimson hue & make
me robust just like you; O skies, pour some
blue in me & give me a little of your infinity….

Holi is the vibrant and colourful festival of
India. It symbolizes the exuberance of life. The
festival of colours, Holi, was celebrated with
great pomp and fervour by the Pre Primary
wing of the school with flower petals. Our little
ones enjoyed playing Phoolon ki Holi with
Principal Dr J.K. Singh, educators and their
friends. Dr Singh advised children to play Eco-
friendly Holi safely at home and, especially,
not to colour pets and stray animals. The
school bore the look of rainbow hues, with
colourful petals raining all around Later,
children made Holi drawings, watched videos
on Holi celebrations and danced to some Holi-
related songs. At BFIS, it is our constant
endeavour to make children aware of their
roots and cultural festivals.
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https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/ecofriendlyholi?__eep__=6&__cft__[0]=AZV5qx570E7D3gINet77yFTbW1yd5d8gBHIBy3YxdpFc7mGJMqlipSmnoz0ILNXD3vQJSf6s_CZsUdGAOxAFXDGywZc77DR2ExezzrnyAq-6rr8COdmo5CdLO8-KvSR2hjLgyy9bBmzMVCP_ekPDCYayRFBs0ZQFVEL8GYrLEEE91bdZ6USC2-H2KSH4gtOZCiI&__tn__=*NK-R


The last working day of the             
Pre-Primary wing was filled with the
melodious choir singing, dances, fun
games, pics with the class teachers
and party food. The outgoing UKG
class visited the senior wing to get
familiar with the place they will come
back to after the school reopens. 

Nursery munchkins had a fabulous
day playing outside on the play
station, and LKG students indulged in
art activities and fun games. The day
ended with lots of hugs and teary-
eyed educators wishing their outgoing
class the best in future.

“So many memories, so much
to say, but let's just enjoy this
last day of school together.”
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SPRING FUN DAY
 #LastDayofSchool

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/ecofriendlyholi?__eep__=6&__cft__[0]=AZV5qx570E7D3gINet77yFTbW1yd5d8gBHIBy3YxdpFc7mGJMqlipSmnoz0ILNXD3vQJSf6s_CZsUdGAOxAFXDGywZc77DR2ExezzrnyAq-6rr8COdmo5CdLO8-KvSR2hjLgyy9bBmzMVCP_ekPDCYayRFBs0ZQFVEL8GYrLEEE91bdZ6USC2-H2KSH4gtOZCiI&__tn__=*NK-R


RESULT
DECLARATION
Concluding PTM for the Session
"Coming together is the beginning; keeping
together is progress; working together is a
success." (Henry Ford). 

Every child is a different kind of flower, and all
together make this world a beautiful garden.
We should cherish and appreciate their
individual talents. With this message, the Result
Day was organised at the Pre-primary wing.
Each one of them did best according to their
capabilities and capacities. Our beaming
munchkins proudly took home their folders
with result cards, class photographs and many
certificates that they won during various
competitions held throughout the session.

To honour you for all the
work you’ve done to get

you here.
As we rise and give

applause be sure you don’t
forget 

That learning is not over as
your future plans are met

May you always be a
listener and learn from all

you meet
Always keep a student’s

spirit and your life will be
complete.
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WORKSHOP ON CPR
(CARDIO PULMONARY

RESUSCITATION)
To appropriately respond to an

emergency requires a very clear mind
to calmly analyze what the

observations are and how to fix it. 
By- Buzz Aldrin

A workshop on Cardio Pulmonary
Resuscitation was organised by
Brookfield International School for
the teachers on 31st March 2023. The
resource person for this session was
 Dr Deepshikha, who made an effort to
acquaint the teachers with the proper
process of Cardio Pulmonary
Resuscitation during cardio arrest. 

Cardio Pulmonary Resuscitation (CSR)
is a lifesaving technique useful in many
emergencies, including heart attack or
near drowning, in which someone's
breathing or heartbeat has stopped. 

This is basic life support for oxygenating
the brain and the heart until
appropriate, definitive medical
treatment can restore the normal heart
and ventilatory action. This hands-only
CPR recommendation applies to both
untrained bystanders and first
responders. The difference between
doing something and doing nothing
could be someone's life. The teaching
and usefulness of first aid knowledge
for the general population is a matter of
growing importance.
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If you are planning for a year, sow rice; 
if you are planning for a decade, plant trees; 
if you are planning for a lifetime, educate people.

TEACHER'S TRAINING 
Brookfield International School
organised a teacher’s training workshop.
To address some academic issues,
challenges, problems, doubts etc., that
support the stakeholders to get a deeper
understanding of subjects and concepts,
this training was appreciated by all the
staff members.

In connection with the same thought,
it was also a need from Brookfield
International School’s teachers to
experience such a platform as they
were able to find out a few solutions
to overcome some pedagogical
implications. So this was a prior
effort of the workshop, which was
initially done to put a sturdy base for
the teachers on learning, planning
and visualizing classes. 
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The objectives of the workshop were
to equip the teachers with varieties
of activities in teaching and learning,
to strengthen the teachers in
planning and visualizing lessons and
preparing concept maps, and mind
maps, designing worksheets and
knowing the learning gaps.



Productive collaborations between
family and school, therefore, will
demand that parents and teachers
recognize the critical importance of
each other's participation in the life of
the child. This mutuality of knowledge,
understanding, and empathy comes
not only with a recognition of the child
as the central purpose for the
collaboration but also with a
recognition of the need to maintain
roles and relationships with children
that are comprehensive, dynamic, and
differentiated

PARENTS' 
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BFIS organised an orientation
programme for the new set of parents to
familiarize them, “as partners in
progress,” with the curriculum, rules and
regulations of the school, teaching
methodologies and the co-scholastic
activities. The Orientation began with a
thought that was as follows: “A parent is a
teacher at home, and a teacher is a
parent in school, and the child is the
centre of our universe.” 

Welcoming parents, Dr JK Singh;
Founder Principal, BFIS, spoke at length
about the benefits of effective
communication between parents and
teachers; sir laid emphasis on a strong
connection with the school patrons. He
even sought support and suggestions
from the parents to provide the best
education and growth opportunities to
the children of the school and shared a
few tips on good parenting. 

ORIENTATION
PROGRAMME'23


